
BRANDS OF
THE

UNIVERSE OF REALMS



First is the DARK TITAN UNIVERSE. A universe of heroes and villains interconnected in a shared 
universe of stories ranging across such genres as fantasy, sci-fi, superhero, crime-fiction, urban 

fantasy, action-adventure, action-thriller, YA fantasy, horror, paranormal, western, historical 
fiction, and etc. With over 250+ characters already presented across ten major titles and five 

spinoffs, and ten One-Shot stories with more upcoming releases.
The Dark Titan Universe continues to grow and expand.

*TRANSMEDIA LIMITED POTENTIAL*



DARK TITAN’S THE HAUNTED CITY
“There I came. There I saw. The Haunted City.”

A world of dark fantasy and horror layered with western elements following Randolph Henrich, 
one of the legendary Warslinger across the Four Worlds of Adamah as he seeks to find the 

mystical titular city.
*TRANSMEDIA FRANCHISE POTENTIAL*



EVERWAR UNIVERSE
“In a time long past, of an age within ages, there was the war."

An IP of mythic science-fantasy layered with characters and worlds mixed with mythologies, 
cultures, and genres throughout the annals of time into one universe from the Cavalier Civil 

War to the Insurgency to many more eras through transmedia storytelling.

*TRANSMEDIA FRANCHISE*



SYMBOLUM VENATORES
“History is their Playbook”

Symbolum Venatores is a world centered upon history. Featuring various monster hunters who lived across 
eons, doing their work to protect and to preserve humanity. There have been many hunters. Many.

The Symbolum Venatores itself is an organization kept from the population devoted to taking out and 
eliminating monsters of both this world and the spiritual. Every culture has their stories, their gods, their 
ways, their laws. They also have their own monsters. This is their revelation. Several main characters are 

focused within this brand (Gabriel Kane, Mr. Hod, Elrad of Benjamin, Einar the Hunter, etc.)
*TRANSMEDIA FRANCHISE*



DARK TITAN’S FRIGHTENED!
Frightened! is a children’s/middle-grade/young adult anthology brand of tales within the 

mythical, supernatural, and the unknown. Inspired by Goosebumps and Scary Stories to Tell in 
the Dark.

Currently has one book released (Frightened!: The Beginning) with TV, animation, and film being 
the focus of the brand going forward.

*TRANSMEDIA POTENTIAL*



DARK TITAN’S INSTINCTS

A neo-noir series following two U.S. Marshals and Homicide 
Detectives Preston Maddox and Emily Weston as they solve crimes 
and mysteries across New Haven, Connecticut and other locations.

Currently has three books released (Lost in Shadows:  Remastered, 
Instincts Point Hope, The New Haven/Point Hope Incidents) with the 

focus of the brand going toward visual media.

*TRANSMEDIA POTENTIAL*



CHEVAH MYTHOS

A series of giant monsters, new kaijus, and mythology. The 
series officially began in May of 2021 with the release of The 

Eleventh Hour: A Screenplay.

*TRANSMEDIA POTENTIAL*

https://darktitanentertainment.com/the-eleventh-hour
https://darktitanentertainment.com/the-eleventh-hour


THE HORDE TRILOGY

A series in which follows a group of scientists and hunters as 
they clash with the sudden arrival of ancient vampires across 

the U.S. west coast, beginning in Seattle, Washington. The 
brand is set to expand into other periods of history through 
other mediums as the vampires have been around since the 

Dawn of Man after the Trilogy bookseries is completed.

*TRANSMEDIA POTENTIAL*



ARGORON

A world of science-fantasy and sword-and-
planet adventures. Reminiscent of the classic 
Pulps, Argoron currently follows Mark Porter, a 

U.S. Lieutenant who was transported to the 
hidden red planet known as Argoron where 

he encounters new creatures as the planet is 
brewing into a potential civil war.

*TRANSMEDIA LIMITED POTENTIAL*



THE SUPREME PURSUER

A science-fiction/horror series which centers around 
the appearance of an alien-like being who comes to 

Earth. making its first appearance in The Supreme 
Pursuer: Darkness of the Hunt, which followed a group 
of soldiers coming into conflict with the creature. The 
Pursuer, as the alien is referred to, their species have 

been occupying the Earth and other planets for 
millennia.

*TRANSMEDIA POTENTIAL*

https://darktitanentertainment.com/darkness-of-the-hunt
https://darktitanentertainment.com/darkness-of-the-hunt


VANOK
A science-fantasy, sword-and-planet world in the similar fashion as the 

Argoron series. However, this series currently follows a man named Vance 
Harlan who constructs his own spacecraft and travels to the stars, 

teleporting through a wormhole to the planet of Vanok where he meets 
space pirates and atlantean-like royalty.

*TRANSMEDIA POTENTIAL LIMITED*



MASSACRE IN THE DUSK
This one is peculiar than the others. Massacre in the Dusk is a 

crime/mystery/neo-noir story following Private Investigator Luke Cline as he 
sets out to solve a case covered in unseemly matters.

*NOT TRANSMEDIA*

https://darktitanentertainment.com/massacre-in-the-dusk


DARK TITAN’S THE DEAD DAYS
A world of zombie-horror set during the beginning of a zombie apocalypse 
and during, Dark Titan’s The Dead Days series officially began in 2019 with 

the release of the short story collection, Accounts of The Dead Days.

*TRANSMEDIA POTENTIAL*

https://darktitanentertainment.com/accounts-of-the-dead-days


DARK TITAN’S AGENT TREVOR
A spy/neo-noir brand following Agent John Trevor on certain missions. 

Under the authority of the Illustratum, the organization which hires the spies 
to do their work, Agent Trevor will come across many adversaries which 
prove as a challenge for not only himself, but the organization and the 

world. Making his debut in One Mission: A Spy Short Story. Agent Trevor will 
return in the upcoming novella, Agent Trevor: New York.

*TRANSMEDIA POTENTIAL*

https://darktitanentertainment.com/one-mission-a-short-story


PRAXUS OF LITHONIA

A sword-and-sorcery world of barbarians and 
medieval-esque adventures focused on 
Praxus, a barbaric warrior who’s keen on 

taking back his homeland from the tyranny of 
King Bantos of Bandoria.

The world of Lithonia is vast and the stories will 
expand upon it.

*TRANSMEDIA POTENTIAL*



DARK TITAN’S THE SACRED SWORDS

A brand inspired by Japanese anime and 
manga fantasy following a cast of warriors 
across a continent covered with battles as 

the search for the mythical Sacred Swords is 
in reach.

*TRANSMEDIA FRANCHISE*



U P C O M I N G  F U T U R E  B R A N D S

*TRANSMEDIA POTENTIAL*



THE BRANDS OF DARK TITAN ENTERTAINMENTMORE BRAND DETAILS CAN BE FOUND AT 
DARKTITANENTERTAINMENT.COM/BRANDS
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